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Tliis fine out-throw <Fsc harrow is a perfect implement for any 
service, mid is peculiarly adapted to work on uneven or stony ground.
Its flexibility enables it to conform to any surface and to cultivate it 
evenly. The gangs act independently and every movement is under 
perfect control. When either gang of u MODEL B passes over an ob
struction, it rises while the other remains at work, as though nothing 
had happened. The gangs may he set at any angle or each at a different 
angle to suit conditions. There need he no skipping rough places in 
the “middle.” Other special features of MODEL B are: Easy double 
spring seat, high frame out of dust, adjustable disc scrapers, lightest 
possible draft.

Get Quality and Service John Deere Dealers Give Both.

THE DEERE MODEL K OUT-THROW DISC HARROW is slightly
lighter than Model B, hut still possessing many of its distinguishing 
points of superiority. Frame is made from a single piece of heavy 
steel, and the implement throughout is constructed on the most sub
stantial lines. Frame bars, crosstrees and braces are all steel, securely 
rivetted and bolted together. Made in 0, 7 and 8-foot widths, this 
is one of the most efficient two-lever harrows at work today. Hard 
Maple oil-soaked bearings are used on this harrow. The Disc Blades 
are of the very finest steel, and the Double Angling levers make it one 
of the most successful machines for'lapping lands or hillside work.

Write for Further Information Regarding this Harrow.

JOHN DEERE PLOW COMPANY, LIMITED
WINNIPEG REGINA CALGARY SASKATOON EDMONTON LETHBRIDGE

Mean Bigger Crops from Better Seed Beds

Ten-Foot Cut 
Steel Stub-Pole

Furnished 
With or Without 
Tongue Trucks

Double Action 
Disc Harrow

POWERFUL CONSTRUCTION
ii necessary in any implement that is operated by engine power. A breakdown not 
only causes delay, but may prove costly in wasting valuable time at an Important 
season of the year. On the John Deere Double Action Engin* Disc Hvrows the 
hitc frames and bearings are largo and heavy and will , land the hardest usage. 
8p .1 attention has been given to these parts which are s'-bl^c. to hard wear, and 
they have been made doubly strong.

MAKES A GOOD SEED BED
Double discing is advantageous. One trip does twice the amount of stirring 

and pulverising that a single disc harrow will do. The ground is worked both ways 
and leaves it level for planting. Furrow slices are broken up and pressed down. 
The moisture is thus conserved. The land is prepared in half the time and the wear 
and tear on the engine reduced one-half. This is an implement every big farmer 
should have and can u.e with profit.

Deere Model B Disc

Furnished 
With or Without 
Tongue Trucks

Deere Model K Disc Harrow

Draws from Axle. Hard Oil Cups on all Bearings. 
Large Weight Boxes.

You saw this advertisement in thi* magazine. Don’t forget to say so when writing.


